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The One Package 
Policy

Parent and Camper Communication
Ideally, campers should receive a little note, card, email, or fax 3 to 5 times 
(max) a week.  We’d suggest not writing every single day, for then an 
interruption due to mail delays, power outages, server disruptions, etc. might 
cause anxiety.  A nice gesture is to send a note just a few days ahead of the 
child’s departure, so it will be at camp or arriving soon after the child does, to 
say, “Welcome to camp!” Though you’ll write more often than your youngster 
does, it means a lot to keep in touch.  We’ll be contacting you if you forget 
to write or if a lengthy gap in mail occurs, as neither you nor we wish to have 
your child feeling concerned or forgotten. Faxes and emails are included in 
the day’s regular mail distribution. (Interestingly, we’ve found that of letters, 
faxes, and emails, campers most enjoy and appreciate a stamped letter or 
card.) Please make sure the camper’s first and last name is clearly indicated on 
the letter, email, and/or fax.

Busy, happy children often forget to write!  We do ask them to write a 
postcard once a week and for some even that is a major effort!  Please don’t 
be surprised if, at first, you receive wistful or “homesick-sounding” news while 
your child is settling into a new experience.  We keep a very close watch 
on every youngster through the counselor, and can advise you of his/her 
progress promptly if you wish to contact our office. You might want to review 
“addressing an envelope” with your child before camp. Sometimes even 
older campers are neither confident nor comfortable with the procedure. For 
the youngest campers, we suggest sending plenty of “pre-addressed and 
stamped” envelopes. Be sure to use the correct postage.

WE PREFER THAT PACKAGES NOT BE SENT TO CAMP. Please carefully read 
the One Package Policy in this handbook. It addresses at length our package 
policy.

Our long-time policy (based on experience and respecting your child’s best 
interest) is that campers don’t make or receive phone calls. Absolutely no cell 
phones are to be brought to camp! Please understand that, like many camps, 
this stance on cell phones is one we take very seriously. As always, you may 
call the Directors or the Camp Medical Staff whenever you wish. We’ll also be 
most happy to pass along such messages as “Happy Birthday” or “It’s a Girl”, 
etc. Rest assured that we would phone you immediately if your child does 
not arrive as scheduled on opening day, or if there were any topic needing 
your attention during camp. (If desired, “airplane-arrival” campers may phone 
home from Phoenix upon arriving.)

In addition to the sorts already mentioned, we often need information 
from parents which should be directed specifically to our office, such 
as:  travel plans or changes; out-of-town phone numbers and/or mailing 
addresses, etc.  IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU ADVISE US DIRECTLY, 
BY PHONE, FAX, OR MAIL...DON’T ASK YOUR CAMPER OR HIS/HER  
COUNSELOR TO DO SO.  ONE (OR ALL) OF THEM MIGHT FORGET!! THIS 
IS VERY IMPORTANT FOR THE SAFETY OF YOUR CHILD(REN)!! 

Phone Calls to   
Camp
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How’s My Child 
Doing?

With good reason, many parents like to check on their child(ren)’s adjustment 
to camp periodically in the early days of the session, and especially for first-
time campers.  For your information as well as our own, our cabin counselors 
provide us with info on each child’s previous day.  Counselors submit reports 
the first three mornings of each session, and submit reports every other day 
for the rest of the session. As stated in various places, we remind you that 
you are ALWAYS welcome to speak with one of the directors on any issue 
regarding your child(ren).  Should you ever wish to speak with your child(ren)’s 
counselor on any matter you need only to ask.  Please don’t feel obliged to 
call (most don’t!).  Rest assured we’ll notify you should something significant 
arise. Specifically, we will call you should your camper need to spend the night 
in the Infirmary or should he/she need to see our doctor in town. 

There are no visiting times while camp is in session. In between each two-week 
session, we have an Open House/Visiting Day on the Departure mornings of 
Saturday, June 20, Saturday, July 4, and Saturday, July 18 from 8:30 to 11:30 
AM and includes a complimentary brunch for all.  We don’t have the same 
kind of program in at the conclusion of Pioneer A, Explorer A, and Trailseeker 
A. Pick up time is from 1 to 2 PM, and on these days will allow some time 
for you to tour camp with your camper(s). Pick up time on New Adventure 
Camp is to be determined. Refer to your copy of travel information for details. 
If you attend the Open House/Visiting Day, please do NOT bring any pop, 
food, gum, or other treats.  We also ask that you leave your pets at home.  
Reminders of these dates and times of the Open House/Visiting Days will be 
included in a future mailing. Remember: Friendly Pines Camp does not take 
responsibility for supervising other family members or your camper(s) once 
you’ve reunited with them.

Visting Times
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Camper Health  
Insurance

Asthma Action 
Plan

Online Camper 
Health History

Camper Health Information
The Camper Physical Exam Form MUST be completed and signed by a certified 
medical personnel. For the protection of all, and to meet our required health 
standards, we ask that the physical exam be completed in a timely manner. 
See the dates we ask you to have the information submitted.

Friendly Pines Camp will need up-to-date Immunization information. Many 
of you will complete the immunization section of the online Health History. 
Great! Others of you will mail, email, fax or upload a copy of your camper’s 
immunization records. Also, great! Any of these methods will satisfy what 
we require. Carefully read the Immunization information you received in the 
Mediacl Mailing via email.

The Asthma Action Plan must be completed if the camper has ever been 
treated for asthma or experienced asthma-like symptoms. This form will 
instruct us in the best way to treat your child should he or she experience 
problems at camp.

You must complete the Camper Health History online for each camper. The 
Camper Health History is different from the Physical Exam Form. To complete 
the Camper Health History you will go to our website and log-in to your account. 
We should have already emailed you a set of instructions for completing this 
critical bit of record-keeping. In order to do our best job tending to your 
child(ren)’s health, we need  your information to be as complete as possible. 
If you have any trouble with on the online Camper Health History, please 
contact us right away and we’ll walk you through it. Be aware of the dates 
medical information is due.

Note (again) that WE DISPENSE ALL MEDICATIONS THROUGH THE CAMP 
INFIRMARY, BY PRESCTIPTION ONLY.  NO MEDICINE IS KEPT IN CABINS, 
INCLUDING VITAMINS.  We serve three nourishing meals and two healthy 
snacks daily; if your doctor still feels the child needs vitamins, he or she 
must issue a prescription for them. ALL medicines arriving at camp without a 
prescription will remain unused. That includes inhalers. It is important to note 
that our infirmary is stocked with most of the over-the-counter medications 
and our staff are approved to dispense these as needed. So there is no need 
to pack items such as Claritin, Zyrtec, Benedryl, etc. We stock them. If you 
have a questions about a particular over-the-counter medication, please feel 
free to inquire.
 
Camp provides basic health/accident coverage on all campers.  Unless the 
generous limits are exceeded, no medical bills should be sent to you (please 
send them to us, if such an error should occur!).  You, as parents, must carry 
major coverage.  Should a child need medication or treatment for a pre-
existing condition, the doctor’s office and/or our Friendly Pines Office will bill 
you directly.

 

Camper Physical 
Exam Form

Camper 
Immunization 

Records

Non-Prescription 
Meds
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Camper Clothing and Laundry
Please help us avoid foot and toe injuries by sending adequate, suitable 
footwear to camp.  Going barefoot or wearing open-toed footwear isn’t 
permitted. “Water shoes” (see clothing list) are fine for showers or swimming 
pool ONLY, but please no open-toed sandals/flip-flops. Riding boots or a tie-
on shoe (with smooth sole and heel between .5” and 1.5”) will meet the safety 
standard in horseback riging. As you know, camp provides safety helmets for 
all riding activities. We’re proud of our remarkable safety record and, with your 
help, hope to maintain it!  Our Camp Med Staff will be happy to discuss any 
health matters with you and will contact you, should any significant occasion 
arise concerning your child.

We have included in this mailing a clothing list to guide you in packing your camper. 
Read it carefully, and contact us if you have questions. If all jewelry, expensive 
clothing, expensive cameras and other valuables are left at home, it minimizes 
obvious problems.  FRIENDLY PINES CAMP CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR 
ITEMS LOST, MISSING OR DAMAGED. We strive to instill in campers a healthy 
respect for the belongings of others, and good care of their own; you can help 
by discussing this prior to camp!  After camp, we will mail home only those items 
of value, unless parents write or phone about a specific item. Again, campers can 
avoid much of the lost and found problem through personal care and responsibility, 
and having every single item well-marked for identification, whether you utilize the 
laundry service or not. 

PACK CLOTHING THAT FOLLOWS OUR COMMON-SENSE DRESS CODE: 
Usual play clothes (in good taste) - jeans, T-shirts, shorts - are what we wear in 
camp. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF ARTICLES OF CLOTHING OR STYLES 
THAT ARE NOT APPROPRIATE AT CAMP: 
• no articles that reveal underwear 
• no spaghetti-strap, sleeveless, tank-top, and/or bare-tummy shirts 
• no drooping pants/shorts • no two-piece swimsuits (tasteful one-piece, 

only)
• no heavy make-up 
• no non-stud earrings 
• no shorts or hemlines that are too short (approx. mid-fingertip length) 
• no “extreme” hairstyles, hair in eyes, or (for males) below the collar 
• no articles that advertise tobacco, alcohol, drugs, or send potentially 

offensive or inappropriate messages.

Packing Your 
Camper

PLEASE LEAVE AT HOME:  
• Food, candy, gum,   
• Money 
• Good jewelry, large and dangling 

earrings, 
• Unnecessary makeup, 
• Aerosol spray cans, 
• Expensive toys/clothing, 
• Firearms, 
• ALL knives, hand axes, 

• MP3 players, radios, TV’s, CD 
players, cassetes, 8-Tracks, LP’s, 
Player Pianos, 

• Video games
• Cell phones, pagers
• Electronic readers, 
• Irons, hair dryers, curling irons or 

sets, or devices, 
• Comics, books, and graphic novels 

For Safety’s Sake
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(Please call us if there is a question!)  Camp provides its own entertainment 
and stimulation. If any unsuitable items, not limited to the above, are 
brought to camp, they are kept safely in the camp office until departure time.  
EXCEPTION:  Food, drink, candy, gum, or anything crude or vulgar is NOT 
returned at all.  Don’t bring it!

Laundry service is available for two-week campers and beyond. There is no 
laundry service for one-week campers. Families utilizing the laundry service 
will pay $6 for the first 10 lbs and $1.25  for each pound thereafter. Laundry 
fees will be charged to your credit card at the end of the session. Experience 
has shown us that the average camper will have between 8 and 12 lbs of 
laundry washed in a two-week session. Be sure to read the “All The Dirt” 
piece in this handbook for hints on how to prevent laundry loss and how to 
keep the laundry costs down. 

You, of course, are welcome to send enough laundry for the camper’s entire 
stay. The clothing list calculates for the entire session plus 2 days worth of 
laundry, so you can make the appropriate adjustments. You will indicate on 
the clothing list whether or not you wish to have your camper’s laundry sent 
out.

If you’re cleaning out closets and find any of the following items to be discarded, 
they’ll come in handy at camp: “Outgrown” books for the camp Library (please 
inscribe with the child’s name and date of donation to the FPC Library); cast-
off sheets, bedspreads, costumes, curtains, outlandish dress-up stuff, hats, 
make-up, etc. (All are useful for skits, back-drops, drama, circus day, etc.); 
full card decks; usable rainy day games (seldom needed, but handy!). Items, 
if small, may be put into child’s luggage in a paper sack marked for FPC; if 
larger, a plastic trash bag, similarly labeled, will do just fine for dispersal after 
arrival.  Families sometimes like to send still-usable (outgrown) FPC T-shirts 
and riding boots, for “loaners”.

Laundry
 Service

We Gladly Accept 
Wigs and Boots

Camper Activity Selection
Campers will select their activities the afternoon they arrive at camp. (The 
exception will be Pioneer B, Explorer B, and Trailseeker B campers all of 
whom will submit a list of selections before they arrive. Instructions for these 
campers will be out about two-weeks before their arrival) We will be sending 
out information two or three weeks before the session begins, detailing what 
activities will be available and explaining how campers will select the activities 
they want to participate in. 

Your camper(s) will also be encouraged to review the Activity Orientation 
Videos on our webpage. They can do this at anytime. You’re invited to discuss 
this with your youngster, but please allow the child the joy of making the 
actual decisions. One of the valuable components of the camp experience is 
the chance for young people to make their own choices.

Activity 
Orientation

A Camper’s  
Activity Choices
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Cabin Assignments
SEWING: For the more advanced who wish to make projects requiring larger 
quantities of fabric (i.e. quilts, clothing, etc.), please select and bring your 
fabric. Beginners may either bring material for their small projects or choose 
from the available selection at camp, to be charged to store deposit. RIDING: 
Riding boots must be cowboy boots or like cowboy boots in that they have a 
smooth sole and pronounced heel.

Every camp has its own method of making cabin assignments for the child’s living 
group, but in all cases it should be based upon our goal of each child functioning 
at his/her best level.  Our method considers chronological age, as well as the 
grade in school.  Should two friends wish to be in the same cabin group, we’re 
happy to consider those requests, providing parents of both children concur.  We 
are reluctant to make ironclad promises; sometimes the ages and school grades 
are greater than would be workable for both the older and younger child involved.  
Be aware that the older is placed with the younger, not vice-versa. Sometimes the 
“being together” is less important to the older child than being placed with her/
his own age/grade level might be! 

There is a place to make a cabin mate request during the online enrollment process. 
Please give us a “reminder” phone call 2 or 3 days before the session opens. This 
includes requests already made, as friends and interests can change. PLEASE TRY 
TO LIMIT REQUEST TO ONE FRIEND ONLY! There can be a negative effect on 
other cabin members when several ask to be placed together.

Making Cabin 
Assignments

Camper Travel To and From Camp
Please read the enclosed COMPLETING TRAVEL ONLINE. All travel 
arrangements will be submitted online.  

If your child is flying either way, please send along about $20.00 in cash/change 
to take care of a meal or unexpected need.  An FPC staff member meets 
every child’s flight. Upon arrival all money and plane tickets, passports, etc. 
will be locked up in our office. If possible, try for flights arriving at PHOENIX 
SKY HARBOR between 8:00 and 10:30 AM and departing PHX between 2:00 
and 4:00  PM. If this is difficult, do your best and advise us if questions arise.  
(Be sure to re-check all flight info. several days ahead and inform us of any 
changes in time, flight # or airline.)  

Here’s an important note to the parents of campers departing by air. As we 
are all aware, many airlines now are charging extra for additional bags (or 
any bags at all). Typically, these charges are incurred at the time of check in; 
therefore, we will need you to make arrangements to have these fees met. 
The camp would prefer to avoid paying the additonal fees and billing you. 
There are several options available, and we’ll be glad to work with you in 
doing whatever is most convenient.

Travel By Air

Supplies For 
Special  

Activities



Kindly observe our NO-TIPPING POLICY.  We realize this is a departure from 
what some have been used to in other situations. Friendly Pines Camp pays 
its counselors one of the highest salaries in the country. If you wish to express 
appreciation to a staff member, a kind word or letter is always appropriate. 
Small, non-monetary gifts are never expected, but would be allowed.

Our little”store” exists only for the campers’ needs (not for any camp profit!) 
and the counselors monitor all purchase requests. We carry a limited selection of 
necessities such as toiletries, stamps, writing materials, etc. We don’t sell FOOD, 
GUM, OR POP.  Charges to purchase will be put on your credit/debit card we 
keep on file. Charges might include bus travel ($16 per trip), laundry charges (min. 
charge of $6), any purchases, craft and sewing supplies, “pre-existing” medical 
prescriptions, etc. After the session, when accounts are finally posted and figured, 
you’ll receive a “store account” statement before we charge your card.

We do have an online camp store where you can buy Friendly Pines Camp 
shirts, sweatshirts, fleece, backpacks, hats, and more. Click on the shopping 
cart icon on our website. Campers are not allowed to purchase these items 
without parent permission. You can also purchase items when you arrive at 
camp or on depurture day.

Our cancellation policy appears on the bottom of the enrollment application. 
Just to reiterate: All funds paid for any session, less $75.00 non-refundable 
clerical fee, will be refunded if Camp receives written cancellation by May 10.  
Our commitments concerning food, staff, and supplies are made early in the 
Spring, and therefore, if enrollment is cancelled after May 10, any refund (less 
$75.00) will be made only  if opening is filled.  You may wish to consult your 
insurance agent re: cancellation refund coverage. 7

Bus campers using the charter buses should be at the Wal-Mart parking lot at 
4617 E. Bell Rd in Phoenix. Specific bus check-in times will be forthcoming. The 
shopping center is on the southwest corner of Bell and Tatum. Campers should 
have eaten lunch. Refreshments await them at camp.  A reminder on bus info 
will come before each session begins. There is a $16 charge for the bus, one 
way.

Campers arriving and/or departing by car will arriva at camp at times delineated 
in our Travel Information that will be emailed to you and can be downloaded 
from our website.

We want to inform you that on June 7, June 21, and July 5 we will not be able 
to accomodate early arrivals unless prior arrangements have been made. Our 
counselors will be returning from time off around 11 AM on arrival day, and they 
will be working to get their cabins ready right up until the 1 PM arrival time. Our 
arrival time, will be, therefore, strictly adhered to. If you arrive early, you will 
find the gate at the entrance closed.

A charge of $16 per trip will be made to the camper’s store account for either 
bus transportation or transportation to/from the airport.

Travel By Car

Early Arrivals

Travel Fees

Miscellaneous Information
Tipping Policy

Camp Store

To Cancel An 
Enrollment

Travel By Bus



NEXT: More Information You Can Use
The next few pages contain articles about laundry, packages, and even head lice. Please read things at 

your leisure. It will all give you a better idea of not only how Friendly Pines Camp operates but also of the 
camp’s philosophy and mission.

Call us at ANY time if you have a question. You can call us at (928) 445-2128. 
Our Camp Med Staff may be reached directly, also, at (928) 445-9174. So 
that your call may receive prompt attention, please tell the office person the 
nature of your call  - i.e. camper’s adjustment to cabin or camp life; program 
activities; health/medical; travel plans; billing/fees, or other.  Be assured that 
you may speak to a camp director at any time you so wish. Remember! Arizona 
is on Mountain Standard Time (MST) and does not observe daylight-savings 
time, making us the same as Pacific Daylight Savings Time in the summer.

Should your child want to discuss this ahead of time, DO address goodbyes 
in a casual, straightforward way:  “Yes, it might be kind of hard for both of 
us, but we’ll see each other again soon, and keep in touch by cards and 
letters.” Parents:  please know that the time fairly flies for the campers, but 
not necessarily for YOU!  Hence, the missing is usually more on your part 
than on theirs!  Wherever you say good-bye - bus, at camp, or airport - bid a 
brief and cheerful farewell.  The best and kindest thing for your child is to be 
ruthless with yourself on this point. Don’t dwell on missing. Let him/her come 
to camp with a HAPPY HEART!!  See the excellent article, The Camp Problem, 
enclosed. 

When all details have been attended to and your camper has started on the 
new adventure, please relax, stop worrying, and prepare to enjoy YOUR 
vacation!  Know that we look forward to welcoming your child, and sharing 
the 80th season of “SUMMER MAGIC” together!  

Contacting Us

When You Say  
 Goodbye

And Finally...
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2020 CAMP DATES

2-week sessions
• Session 1: Sun, June 11 to  Sat, June 24
• Session 2: Sun, June 25 to Sat, July 8
• Session 3: Sun, July 9 to Sat, July 22

Half sessions
• Half Session A: Sun, July 26 to Wed, July 29
• Half Session B: Thur, July 30 to Sun, Aug 2

BALANCE OF FEES - Due May 10 or at enrollMent

• May 10 - For campers who enrolled before May 10, final payments will be run on credit cards. Families 
paying by check will need to send the balance to Friendly Pines Camp by May 10 (Include a copy of the 
invoice we send you). If enrolling after May 10, full fees are due by return mail, following receipt of statement. 
Please do not hold up payment waiting for medical forms, travel plans, etc. This schedule does not apply to 
those paying in installments.
ONLINE HEALTH HISTORY - Due May 1
• HEALTH HISTORY for each camper should be completed online by May 1 for those already enrolled. Those 
who enroll after May 11 should complete Health History Immediately.
PHYSICAL EXAM FORM - See Due Date Below

• PHYSICAL EXAM FORM must be signed and fully completed. Licensed medical personnal must complete 
the Physical Exam Form. 
ASTHMA ACTION PLAN - See Due Date Below

• To be fully completed for any camper who has been treated for ANY asthma or asthma-like symptoms.
IMMUNIZATION - See Due Date Below

• Current immunization dates can be completed when you complete the online Health History; otherwise 
you can mail, email, fax our upload a copy of camper’s immunizations.
Note: Physical Exam forms, Immunization records, and Asthma Action Plan (if necessary) must be mailed/submitted/
uploaded by the following dates:
• Sunday, May 17 for 1st Session, Pioneer A & B
• Sunday, May 31 for 2nd Session, Explorer A & B
• Sunday, June 14 for 3rd Session, Trailseeker A & B
• Sunday, June 28 for Adventure Camp, Half Session
TRAVEL PLANS - Due June 1 for all SeSSionS

• You will receive instructions on how to submit travel plans online. Travel plans will need to be submitted by 
June 1, 2020 or upon enrollment if you enroll after June 1.
CLOTHING & CLOTHING LISTS - Due upon arrival

• Indicate your preference regarding laundry service and sign the clothing list! If you don’t indicate a 
preference, we will assume you want the laundry sent out.
• Camper’s clothing list must be carefully completed while packing, and placed on top in child’s main piece 
of luggage. Please don’t mail form ahead.  Use separate luggage and clothing lists for each child, please.  
(You can download important forms from our website at www.friendlypines.com.)
CAMPER ACTIVITY CHOICES: See Instructions
•  About two weeks before camp starts, campers will be asked to review activity choices. The y will watch the 
Activity Orientation Videos on our website. You will receive a communication when it is time to start making 
selections. Campers will choose activities at camp. Exceptions: Piooneer B, Explorer B, Trailseeker B, and 
New Adv. Camp will email their selections before arrival.

1-week sessions
• Pioneer A: Sun, June 7 to  Sat, June 13
• Pioneer B: Sun, June 14 to  Sat, June 20
• Explorer A: Sun, June 21 to Sat, June 27
• Explorer B: Sun, June 28 to Sat, July 4
• Trailseekers A: Sun, July 5 to Sat, July 11
• Trailseekers B: Sun, July 14 to Sat, July 18
• New Adventure Camp: Sun, July 19 to Sat, July 25 

Your Friendly Pines Camp  
“To Do” List 
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No matter which camping program you choose for your child, you’ll want to know the organization’s guiding 
philosophy.  After eight decades of camping, our Friendly Pines Camp remains firmly fixed on a philosophy 
that embraces the following principles:

•  Maintain a safe, caring environment in which a child feels happy, secure, and appreciated as an individual.

•  Select staff of outstanding role models, who are worthy of the campers’ trust in them.

•  Offer a non-competitive program allowing each camper to succeed at his or her own pace.

•  Provide campers with the opportunity to make meaningful choices.

•  Teach campers the skills required for living in a group setting.

•  Foster a camper’s appreciation for the beauty and value of the natural world.

•  Create an environment that encourages independence, self-reliance, and a sense of responsibility.

•  Show campers how to develop their own creative, wholesome forms of entertainment.

•  Help each camper to identify and cherish his or her unique strengths, talents, and interests, and to seek the best in 

others.

•  Allow campers to learn by doing.

•  Offer a low-stress, FUN experience that lets children enjoy all of the wonders of childhood!

The Friendly Pines Camp Philosophy
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 Two week campers have the option of having their laundry during 
their stay. There is no laundry service for one-week campers. The charge 
for laundry service will be $6 for the first 10 lbs. Each pound thereafter 
will incur a $1.25 charge per pound. Laundry fees will be charged to 
your credit card at the end of the session. Experience has shown that an 
average camper will have between 8 and 12 lbs of laundry washed in a 
two-week session. Campers, therefore, will return home with a week's 
worth of dirty laundry.
 It's important to know how the laundry service works (unless you 
decline the laundry service all together). All of the girls’ laundry goes 
to town on Friday and all of the boys’ goes to town on Saturday. The 
clothes arrive at the laundry in huge cabin-group laundry bags. Inside 
the cabin-group laundry bags is each camper’s own laundry in his or her 
own laundry bag. After washing, drying, sorting, and folding the clothes, 
the laundry service sends all the clean clothes back in individually-marked packages. In order to sort 
the clothing, the folks at the laundry must, therefore, be able to read the name of the camper on each 
and every article of clothing. On the day the laundry comes back, our office receives any unmarked 
laundry that we must attempt to reunite with each owner.  This method works most of the time; 
unfortunately, we find that some of the campers, particularly the younger ones, aren’t able to identify 
their own jeans (since they all do look pretty much the same)! In many cases, campers don’t even 
realize that the clothing is missing until the day the counselor packs them to go home.

Below are some things that YOU can do to avoid losing things at camp and keeping your laundry 
costs down:

1 IT IS CRITICAL THAT YOU MARK ALL OF YOUR BELONGINGS: 
Whether or not you choose the laundry service, this point is so important, we’d like to repeat 
it. It is absolutely critical that you mark all your belongings!

2. USE INDELIBLE METHODS OF MARKING LAUNDRY.
 Waterproof laundry markers such as Rub-A-Dubs, or one of the labeling systems are best. 

Anything else might simply wash away.
3. MARK THE CLOTHES IN AN EASY-TO-FIND LOCATION.
 We strongly suggest that you mark inside and to the back of the neck band of shirts, sweatshirts, 

jackets, raingear, PJs, etc. Mark shorts, underwear, jeans, swim-trunks, PJ bottoms, etc. within 
and to the back of the waistband. Mark socks along the foot or toe, if written, or attach label 
to top of sock; towels, pillow cases, and blankets along the hem area. Some folks like to “hide” 
the camper’s name for fear that marking the article in an obvious location will “ruin” it. As a 
result, they’ll mark the item in a location so obscure that you’d need a treasure map to find it. A 
little rule of thumb: If you have an article of clothing that you feel will be “ruined” by a marker 
or label tape, please leave that article at home!

4. DON’T MARK DARK MATERIAL WITH A DARK MARKER!
 This may seem like a “no-brainer,” but it’s surprising how often someone will use a black 

laundry marker to write the camper’s name on the collar of a black shirt. Situations like these 
call for the white tape label that you iron on or sew on the garment. You can even buy a white 
laundry marker! Find tape labels in our online store. (click on the shopping cart icon on www.
friendlypines.com)

All The Dirt On Laundry
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5. BE SURE TO MARK EVERYTHING!
 Label not only those items typically going to the laundry, but also things like bathrobes, belts, 

jackets, boots, pillows, sleeping bags, cameras, toothpaste, soap dish, and toiletries. In short, 
to reduce the risk of losing it, write the camper’s name on it!

6. HAVE AN ADULT DO THE MARKING ON ALL CLOTHING AND BELONGINGS!
 Like filling out enrollment applications and medical forms, the job of marking the camper’s 

belongings is best handled by an adult. Though we think it’s a good idea to have your camper 
help in getting ready to go to camp, we don’t think it’s wise to hand a child a marker and a 
stack of clothes and tell him “have at it”. Needless mistakes will occur, and some of those 
mistakes can be costly.

7. LEAVE EXPENSIVE CLOTHES AT HOME!
 The beauty of camp is that fashion is irrelevant. Here we’re liberated from the burden of having 

to be “in style.” By bringing expensive clothes, you’re only running the risk of losing them or 
having them destroyed. We think it’s best to bring clothes that won’t upset you should they 
happen to get worn-out or misplaced over the course of the summer. Let’s be honest. Clothes 
get dirty at camp, sometimes real dirty. Up at 7 AM, campers spend a full 14 hours horseback 
riding, climbing, hiking, cooking by campfire, playing in the creek, helping in the pet farm, and 
camping out. Though we stress cleanliness, good grooming, and hygiene, it’s important that 
the boys and girls are free to learn and play without worrying about frayed hems, grass-stained 
elbows, or soiled socks. You might consider factory outlets, clothing exchange stores, yard 
sales, and/or thrift shops – why not?

8. INFORM YOUR CAMPERS NOT TO SEND HEAVY ITEMS TO THE LAUNDRY
 Our counselors will keep an eye on this too, but campers should avoid sending in blankets, 

sleeping bags, and other heavy items that could wait to be laundered at home. 
9. MAKE SURE CAMPERS SEND IN ONLY THEIR OWN LAUNDRY
 Again, our staff will try to police this as well, but campers need to make sure only their laundry 

is going in their laundry bag. Because of the way the laundry is done (1 camper, 1 washer, 1 
dryer), Susie could be charged for someone else's laundry if another camper's article arrives 
at the laundromat in Susie's laundry bag. Our office staff will watch the charges and will notify 
the Director and/or counselor if a notably high charge comes in for someone's laundry. In that 
case, parents may be notified as well.

 Of course, two week campers always have the option of sending a full session’s worth of clothes to camp. 
They’d return home, ready to be laundered, promptly. This, however, will not prevent the possibility of 
lost clothing and belongings. Unmarked items can be just as easily lost right here at camp.

Note: Please refer to the box on clothing check list regarding your 
decision to accept or decline laundry service. Please mark “yes” or “no”, 
then sign and date. If neither is indicated, your child’s clothing will be 
sent out for laundry service.
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 Just like schools and day care centers, Friendly Pines Camp is always on the look out for head lice. 
We don’t want to create more anxiety than is reasonable, but we wanted to pass on some information to 
parents so that they can be a bit more proactive about checking for head lice before sending children to 
camp. On average we only get a case or two of head lice per session, which isn’t much when you consider 
we have about 275 people at camp; nevertheless, the discovery of head lice not only creates a lot of work 
for our already busy medical staff, but it also creates anxiety among campers and staff.
 Here is what we do at camp now to prevent the spread of head lice.
When campers arrive, our nurses do a health check on each camper within the first 12 hours of their arrival. 
This health check includes checking for head lice. If a camper arrives with head lice, our nurses will proceed 
as follows:

• Nurses will contact the infected camper’s parent(s) to notify them of the discovery head lice.
• If the head lice infestation is fairly robust or the camper’s hair is such that it will require an inordinate 

amount of time to remove the lice, we may ask that the child return home and come back to camp once 
the head lice has been eradicated. This can take 24 to 36 hours. Sometimes for very bad cases, a doctor 
prescribed treatment may be necessary.

• If we treat the camper on site, the parents will be charged $50. We use over the counter products.
• We will recheck the infected camper after a day or so and keep parents informed of process.
• Depending on situation, we often find it prudent to notify parents of other campers in cabin. We may also 

wash camper’s pillows and bedding, particularly those who sleep in close proximity of infected camper.
• Nurses will do a check of infected camper and cabin mates after a few days of discovering head lice in 

cabin. This often reassures campers and counselor that all is okay.

 We really urge you to check your camper a week or so before camp and then just before the first day 
of camp. It is easy to do, and you can find lots of resources online that will tell you how to search for head 
lice if you’ve never had the pleasure. 
 We have attached some information from articles provided by the CDC that you might find helpful. 
Please let us know if you have any questions.

Who is at risk for getting head lice?
 Head lice are found worldwide. In the United States, infestation with head lice is most common 
among pre-school children attending child care, elementary schoolchildren, and the household members of 
infested children. Although reliable data on how many people in the United States get head lice each year 
are not available, an estimated 6 million to 12 million infestations occur each year in the United States among 
children 3 to 11 years of age. In the United States, infestation with head lice is much less common among 
African-Americans than among persons of other races, possibly because the claws of the of the head louse 
found most frequently in the United States are better adapted for grasping the shape and width of the hair 
shaft of other races.
 Head lice move by crawling; they cannot hop or fly. Head lice are spread by direct contact with the 
hair of an infested person. Anyone who comes in head-to-head contact with someone who already has 
head lice is at greatest risk. Spread by contact with clothing (such as hats, scarves, coats) or other personal 
items (such as combs, brushes, or towels) used by an infested person is uncommon. Personal hygiene or 
cleanliness in the home or school has nothing to do with getting head lice.

Head Lice Information
No Need To Freak, Just Educating
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Where are head lice most commonly found?
 Head lice and head lice nits are found almost exclusively on the scalp, particularly around and 
behind the ears and near the neckline at the back of the head. Head lice or head lice nits sometimes 
are found on the eyelashes or eyebrows but this is uncommon. Head lice hold tightly to hair with 
hook-like claws at the end of each of their six legs. Head lice nits are cemented firmly to the hair shaft 
and can be difficult to remove even after the nymphs hatch and empty casings remain.

What are the signs and symptoms of head lice infestation?
• Tickling feeling of something moving in the hair.
• Itching, caused by an allergic reaction to the bites of the head louse.
• Irritability and difficulty sleeping; head lice are most active in the dark.
• Sores on the head caused by scratching. These sores can sometimes become infected with bacteria 

found on the person’s skin

How did my child get head lice?
 Head-to-head contact with an already infested person is the most common way to get head 
lice. Head-to-head contact is common during play at school, at home, and elsewhere (sports activities, 
playground, slumber parties, camp).
 Although uncommon, head lice can be spread by sharing clothing or belongings. This happens 
when lice crawl, or nits attached to shed hair hatch, and get on the shared clothing or belongings. 
Examples include: sharing clothing (hats, scarves, coats, sports uniforms) or articles (hair ribbons, 
barrettes, combs, brushes, towels, stuffed animals) recently worn or used by an infested person; or 
lying on a bed, couch, pillow, or carpet that has recently been in contact with an infested person.
 Dogs, cats, and other pets do not play a role in the spread of head lice.

How is head lice infestation diagnosed?
 The diagnosis of a head lice infestation is best made by finding a live nymph or adult louse on 
the scalp or hair of a person. Because nymphs and adult lice are very small, move quickly, and avoid 
light, they can be difficult to find. Use of a magnifying lens and a fine-toothed comb may be helpful 
to find live lice. If crawling lice are not seen, finding nits firmly attached within a ¼ inch of base of the 
hair shafts strongly suggests, but does not confirm, that a person is infested and should be treated. 
Nits that are attached more than ¼ inch from the base of the hair shaft are almost always dead or 
already hatched. Nits are often confused with other things found in the hair such as dandruff, hair 
spray droplets, and dirt particles. If no live nymphs or adult lice are seen, and the only nits found are 
more than ¼-inch from the scalp, the infestation is probably old and no longer active and does not 
need to be treated.
If you are not sure if a person has head lice, the diagnosis should be made by their health care 
provider, local health department, or other person trained to identify live head lice.

Can head lice be spread by sharing sports helmets or headphones?
 Head lice are spread most commonly by direct contact with the hair of an infested person. 
Spread by contact with inanimate objects and personal belongings may occur but is very uncommon. 
Head lice feet are specially adapted for holding onto human hair. Head lice would have difficulty 
attaching firmly to smooth or slippery surfaces like plastic, metal, polished synthetic leathers, and 
other similar materials.
 Note: Friendly Pines Camp will be providing you with the precautions we take when campers 
share helmets in riding, fencing and challenge.
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Cutting to the chase, our policy is one 
package per session. 2nd, 3rd, and 4th packages 
will be held in the office until the camper’s departure 
day.

Though we encourage parents to refrain 
from sending ANY packages, Friendly Pines asks 
that you send only one package to your camper(s) 
per session. We have nothing against packages in 
theory; in fact, we, like most people, love getting 
a package.  We thought this brief letter might help 
you understand our “one package” policy as well 
as enlighten you on the basis for our decision. 

Contraband:  If all anyone ever sent in a 
package was stationery, some pencils, last week’s baseball scores, stickers, or the latest Hunger Games 
book, life would be easy. Unfortunately, it’s never that simple. We’ve discovered contraband that was hidden 
in packages with such contrivance that the Office of Homeland Security would have had a tough time 
unearthing some of it. We’ve seen stuffed animals that have been unstuffed and then re-stuffed with Good-
n-Plenty. We’ve flipped through magazines to find gum taped to the inner pages. On one occasion, a book, 
The Count of Monte Cristo, had a hole cut out of the center that was refilled with Jolly Ranchers. Packages 
like these only tell the campers that there is something wrong with a place that expects you to endure more 
than a couple of days without Starburst or Whoppers. It pits Friendly Pines against parent and child. We feel 
as though our policy is a sound one, designed with the benefit and safety of the camper in mind. 

Excess: Before the implementation of our  policy, packages too often turned into a showy exercise in 
excess. Each package had to outdo the last. Before they knew it, families trapped themselves in a cycle of 
upmanship from which they couldn’t gracefully escape. The truth is that the plastic whirly-gigs and do-dads 
that come in packages do little to enhance the camper’s enjoyment of camp. It’s the personal gestures that 
campers treasure most. We’ve seen boys and girls sitting on their cabin porches or under the shade of a tree 
reading and re-reading a simple hand-written note from home while the slinky toy that accompanied it had 
been lost and forgotten on some rock at Toby’s Hole. Our advice: make life easy, and keep it simple!

Exclusion: In bygone years, because of personal family decisions or as a result of our pleas, most 
children never received any packages. Others, however, had gotten a package almost daily. This disparity 
created an unnecessary (and potentially hurtful) distraction from the ultimate goals of camp. Place yourself 
in that situation, and you can probably see what we mean. Even though we adults know that a Spiderman 
yo-yo or a mood ring is no measure of a parent’s love, it’s sometimes hard to explain that to the camper 
who watches her fellow campers unloading boxes of dime store booty each day at 4:30 PM. We endeavor 
to make camp a refuge from these kinds of pressures. Camp should be a place where expensive clothes, 
jewelry, electronic games, and other material trinkets are irrelevant. Camp offers a world of friendship, 
activity, entertainment, and discovery. Please let the campers enjoy it all without distraction.

Perhaps all of this makes us sound a little old-fashioned. Truth be told, we are a little old-fashioned, 
and we feel it’s one of our strengths. We kind of like it that way. We think you will too. 

Our One Package Policy
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As has always been our practice, we will inspect the packages for their appropriateness. (We also 
inspect letters if their texture, thickness, or odor suggest that the contents are questionable.) Edibles will be 
confiscated and donated to a local charity. Crude or vulgar items will be disposed of. Other unacceptable 
items will be kept in our office and distributed on departure day. If you are not sure what constitutes  
“unacceptable items”, please refer to your brochure, Parent Handbook, clothing list, etc. 

Of course, we will always make exceptions for emergency items. These might include extra meds, a 
few more pairs of underwear, some extra fabric for sewing, or any essential item forgotten while packing. 
All we ask is that you call us beforehand so that we can be looking for this extra package and distribute it 
immediately.

So What Is A Package? Let’s keep it simple. FIRST: A package is any mailing that requires more than 
the current U.S. postage for 2 ounces. SECOND: Any package you send must be roughly the size of a shoe 
box or smaller. All oversized packages will be held until departure day. OK. So what is NOT a package? 
Letters in regular or business size envelopes are not considered packages. You can even send something in 
a 9x12 envelope that weighs 2 ounces or less. This will not be categorized as a package. Sometimes parents 
overnight a letter. These usually arrive in those cardboard holders and cost significantly more than the 
postage for a 2 ounce parcel; however, they’re still okay, as long as the content is a simple letter.

We hope you understand our rationale for our “one package policy”. As with everything we do, 
the policy is an effort to keep the value and safety of your camper’s stay on the highest level. If you have 
questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us. Thank you again for your friendship and your support. 

One last item you should know. Of 230 campers we have on the grounds during a session, about 200 
of them never get a package - and they survive surprisingly well. Thank you again for your friendship and 
your support.
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The Camp Problem
by H Gracy Spruce

Note: when this was written the generic pronoun “he” was in use

 30 years I have been  actively engaged in arranging for the 
comfort, safety and pleasure of thousands of children who attend 
camps each summer.  And I have discovered that parents need 
camp-conditioning almost as much as the youngsters.  This is 
especially true of the parents of first-time campers.  Far too often 
they refuse to believe that their children will be happy and safe 
away from home.  

 Maybe this advice will help them:
 Once you have determined to send your child to camp it will be 

better for everyone if you then leave it to the experts.  This is not 
easy, I know.  But if you take it in your stride both you and the 
child will benefit.

 Once you have selected the camp, your major problem for some 
weeks will be the mental conditioning of yourself and your child for his departure from home.  Try as hard as 
you can to treat the whole matter calmly, even casually.  If you accent that “he’s never been away from home 
before” feeling, you will be re-enforcing in his mind that fear of the unknown that all of us have to some 
extent.
 You will make it more difficult  for the child to adjust quickly and easily to the new scenes and experiences 
of camp life.  And the actual departure may turn into an unhappy emotional experience for both of you.
 As you go about preparing his clothes and camping equipment, making sure that everything is properly 
tagged and labeled, your attitude should be that this is an adventure which your child will enjoy.  Give him 
a bright picture of the fun he will have at camp and you’ll lessen his natural reluctance to be away from 
home.  Don’t let your own doubts and misgivings over the forthcoming separation put him in conflict over 
the desirability of going to camp.
 This pre-camp period is only your first  problem.  Once you’ve seen the youngster off, there is still a follow-
up job.  The simplest way to handle this is not to follow up too hard.  Let me explain this by saying that all 
youngsters blend quickly into the overall pattern of camp life.  They do this more readily if they feel they are 
just like their  fellow campers.  If you single your child out as a special case, it is bad for everyone, particularly 
the one you’re trying to protect.  Your best guidance here comes from the rules of the camp which your child 
attends.  In general the rules are these:  don’t send elaborate food packages which may not fit into the diet 
program.  Don’t visit the camp except on those days scheduled by the camp.  Even long-distance phone calls 
are not advised.
 Most camps recommend that a small sum of money be deposited for the youngster’s use in making minor 
purchases.  Don’t supplement this by sending additional pocket money.  Your child won’t need it, and one of 
camping’s major tasks is to teach the child appreciation of other 
people without regard to material standards.
 Write your child often (never let him think  you’ve forgotten 
him).  And don’t anticipate accidents or illness.
 If you follow these suggestions, your child will be much more 
likely to fit into the pattern of camp life and his relationship with 
the other children will undoubtedly be happier.
 If you let him go with no apron strings attached, the 
youngster will return to you more certain and self-reliant.  
Besides, his appreciation of home and family will be deeper 
because he will have had, with your help, an opportunity to 
make another step forward in the process of growing up.
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The H.E.R.O. Program: “Honoring Everyone – Respecting Ourselves”
Friendly Pines commits itself to one of the oldest and most valued ideals. We want to ensure that Friendly Pines Camp is a place where each of its nearly 800 
(total) campers and staff will be guaranteed the kindness, respect and acceptance that everyone deserves. Of course, in order to achieve this goal, we will 
need to encourage and help each of our campers and staff to develop the practices of kindness, respect, and tolerance toward one another until it becomes a 
habit – a way of life. The HERO program asks campers and parents to embrace some basic, “Golden Rule” kinds of ideals.

I, (Camper’s Name or Staff Name)  will participate in the 
H.E.R.O. Program at Friendly Pines Camp by committing to the following ideals:

1. I will obey the long-standing NPC rule at Friendly Pines Camp.  
NPC means “No Personal Contact” and it means that “I must keep myself to myself” – hands, feet, flying elbows, 
everything. 

2. I will follow the old adage that says, “If you can’t say something nice, don’t say anything at all.”  
In fact, I will take it a step further and make an effort to find nice things to say. I know how good it makes me feel to be 
praised and complimented or to have someone simply say “Hello,” and I will do my best job of spreading those good 
feelings myself!

3. I will avoid all “put-downs”, teasing, and sarcastic remarks.  
Even making a playful joke about someone can be hurtful. If I need to make a joke about someone, maybe I’ll just make it 
about myself.

4. I won’t gang up on another camper.  
We all want to feel like we belong, and nothing is worse than being mocked or made to feel left out. I won’t let that happen 
to one of my cabin mates or fellow campers.

5. I’ll be more tolerant of people who are different from me.  
Instead of immediately making fun of an idea I’ve never heard of, I’ll take the time to give it some thought. I don’t want 
to be the kind of person who slams the door on new ideas and different ways of looking at things. (Might try new foods, 
even!)

6. I’ll do a better job of valuing the things in life that are really important.  
Nature, friendship, and what’s in a person’s heart – those are the things that last. The brand of shoes that a person wears 
or the music they listen to will always go in and out of style. So I’ll not judge people from the surface and I’ll take time to 
get to know each one of my fellow campers deep down inside.

7. I’ll watch my language and behavior.  
I will not use crude, obscene, vulgar or any other unacceptable conduct or language that may be hurtful. This is to include 
language that is offensive to others on the basis of gender, race, religion, lifestyle, physical characteristics, etc. And I’ll 
expect the same from others.

8. I will be there to protect my cabin mates from unkind attacks and abuse.  
I’ll say “Please Stop” when I hear a “put-down”, even when it’s not directed at me. And if the unkindness, bullying or 
teasing doesn’t stop, I’ll make sure my counselor knows about it. I’ll do this for my fellow campers, and I’m confident they’ll 
do the same for me.

9. Finally, I will remember that going to camp is a valuable experience and an opportunity that my family has kindly 
made available to me. 
If I don’t keep my promise to be a H.E.R.O., I understand that I will need to speak with Kevin, Bebe, or Megan and 
that they will speak to my family. And if after all that, I still fail to improve, and my conduct makes camp an unpleasant 
experience for my fellow campers, I may be sent home early.

I’m looking forward to camp. I am also looking forward to doing my part to make the H.E.R.O. program at Friendly Pines a great 
success.

Camper Signature      Date 

This is a copy of the contract that each camper will review with his or her counselor and sign after arriving at 
camp.

Sample
Copy
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Information And Forms At  
www.friendlypines.com
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We have tried to design our website to be not only an informative piece but also a tool to help you 
get your family ready for camp. Below is a list of what you will find at www.friendlypines.com

Forms: All of the forms in this mailing are available on our website. So if you need an extra copy of the 
Camper Physical Exam Form, for instance, you can download it from our web site . Here is how you 
find all the forms and information you will need:

1. Go to Friendly Pines Camp Home Page (www.friendlypines.com)
2. Hover over on Current Families
3. Click on Forms and Information from drop down.
4. There you go!

Here is what you will find on the Forms and Information page of our web site:

MEDICAL INFORMATION
• Completing Camper Health History
• Physical Exam Form
• Camper Asthma Action Plan
• Submitting Immunization Records
• Non Prescription Meds and Supplements
• Be Proactive: Head Lice Information

CAMPER INFORMATION
• Camper Handbook
• HERO Agreement
• Choosing Your Activities For Summer

TRAVEL INFORMATION
• How To Complete The Online Travel Form
• Arrival and Departure Times

PARENT INFORMATION
• Two Week Session Clothing List
• One Week Session Clothing List
• New Adventure Camp Clothing List
• Half Session Clothing List

INFORMATIONAL ARTICLES
• All The Dirt On Laundry
• Menu – Sample
• One Package Policy
• Camp Problem

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
• Online Store (Find name tape labels and FPC gear here!)

https://www.friendlypines.com
http://www.friendlypines.com
https://friendlypines.com/parent-info/forms-information/
https://friendlypines.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Completing-Camper-Health-History-2020.pdf
https://friendlypines.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2020-Camper-Physical-Form.pdf
https://friendlypines.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/AsthmaActionPlan5.pdf
https://friendlypines.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Submitting-Immunization-Records-2020.pdf
https://friendlypines.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Non-Prescription-Meds-and-Supplements.docx.pdf
https://friendlypines.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Head-Lice-Information.pdf
https://friendlypines.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/HERO-Agreement.pdf
https://friendlypines.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Getting-Prepared-To-Choose-Activities.docx-4.pdf
https://friendlypines.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/How-To-Complete-The-Online-Travel-Form.docx.pdf
https://friendlypines.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/2020-ARRIVALDEPARTURE.pdf
https://friendlypines.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2020-TWO-WEEK-Packing-List.pdf
https://friendlypines.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2020-ONE-WEEK-Packing-List.pdf
https://friendlypines.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2020-ADVW-Packing-List.pdf
https://friendlypines.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2020-HALF-SESSION-Packing-List.pdf
https://friendlypines.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Sample-Menu.pdf
https://friendlypines.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Camp-Problem2.pdf
https://friendly-pines-camp.myshopify.com/
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